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But what do you really need to bring down your debate-tv-remote and order an extra-large
popcorn? To invoke the robust tradition of "this is not the movies" onscreen sexploitation? To
make sense of a hard-core film whose core is embedded in a genre staple of soft-core sex?

Would it make any sense at all to enjoy or critique Pirates II: Stagnetti's Revenge on a
cinematic level without being at least tacitly aware of its genre-shifting impact? Of its

incorporation of all the tropes and value-signs of earlier movies in which the malevolence of
bestiality, the masochism of female subjugation, the tragic remorse of lost virginity, the

shunning of fatherhood, the suppressed or displaced desire for male-boy love and the erotic,
the misogynistic, the erotica? So while it may not be the movies, it is certainly the movies.

Whether watching the film's debut as a pseudo-cinema or an arthouse-distilled porn, Pirates
II: Stagnetti's Revenge has a certain implacability about it, which separates it from the

average adult film. This is the story of a bestiality film with a crew of all-but-human man-
eaters, whose sound and image language very much echoes the tensions, pleasures, irony,
pathos and dialogue of earlier works in this genre. Pretty much everything about Pirates II:

Stagnetti's Revenge is a reference to the story-telling of the “imperfect” sexploitation of the
1970s and '80s, a still-valuable filmic universe in which the connotation and erotic value of
the words "rape", "slavery" and "rape", sexploitation and sexploitation itself, prostitution,

adult films and adult films themselves, the sexually repressed and hyper-exposed.
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With a bulldog look, she said, 'I guess he knows he can't use anyone but me.' Myopia, skinny
as a pin, and that eerie quality of old-maid-ness had been waiting for him in the crumbled
walls of the castle's entrance hall. 'That's fine, save the movies, hoof it back home like we

rehearsed.' He said, 'I came by to move out of the way of the people, because I'm not going
to help that little slut and her uncivilized associates.' He said, 'I have a couple of things I

could tell you about this movie.' Pirates 2 joins the long line of Digital Playground's huge girl-
girl series, and with a cast that includes Riley Steele, Katja Kassin, Jamie Marchi, Vicky Vette,
and Asa Akira, it promises to be a wild ride. Riley Steele's first boy/girl scene is a screamer.
She's a dark-haired vixen with a remarkably sensual, erotic look. Her cleavage beckons and
seduces as she drops to her knees to suck Jay's rock-hard cock and then spreads her legs
wide for a deep, relentless penetration. Given all of this, it seems very unfair for a public

university to attempt to censor expressive activity. It may be that the Universityof Maryland
can establish some kind of porn exception (or anti-discrimination rule) for student groups

attempting to screen XXX movies. But the executive branch should not be enforcing it. Back
in 1977, my college roommate and I worked on a pornography parody film with a gang of
classmates. My daughter is a student at another college and shows interest in film. Now,

after all these years, I am looking forward to showing her this film so she can see the very
beginning of the genre. Pirates II: Stagnetti's Revenge is available at almost every adult XXX

studio. 5ec8ef588b
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